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A theoretical model is suggested for abstracting the interaction between an expert system and its
users, with a focus on reputation and incentive compatibility. The model assumes users interact
with the system while keeping in mind a single “retention parameter” that measures the strength
of their belief in its predictive power, and the system’s objective is to reinforce and maximize
this parameter through “informative” and “correct” predictions.
We define a natural class of retentive scoring rules to model the way users update their
retention parameter and thus evaluate the experts they interact with. Assuming agents in the
model have an incentive to report their true belief, these rules are shown to be tightly connected
to truth-eliciting “proper scoring rules” studied in Decision Theory.
The difference between users and experts is modeled by imposing different limits on their
predictive abilities, characterized by a parameter calledmemory span. We prove themonotonicity
theorem (“more knowledge is better”), which shows that experts with larger memory span retain
better in expectation.
Finally, we focus on the intrinsic properties of phenomena that are amenable to collaborative
discovery with a an expert system. Assuming user types (or “identities”) are sampled from a
distributionD, the retention complexity ofD is the minimal initial retention value (or “strength of
faith”) that a user must have before approaching the expert, in order for the expert to retain that
user throughout the collaborative discovery, during which the user “discovers” his true “identity”.
We then take a first step towards relating retention complexity to other established computational
complexity measures by studying retention dynamics when D is a uniform distribution over a
linear space.
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1 Motivation
Aspiring gurus face the problem of attracting new followers, and retaining existing ones,
as they journey together to a better future. This is an old problem. Moses, for instance,
raised it before The Lord before assuming leadership of the Israelite Exodus from Egypt,
asking: “What if they won’t believe me or listen to me?” [Exodus 4:1]. Many gurus resolve
the problem by predicting unlikely events as a demonstration of their powers; the Biblical
Exodus story contains several such events (culminating with the crossing of the Red Sea), all
of which were predicted correctly by Moses.
In today’s information society, crowd-based automated gurus gather data from users on
a voluntary basis in order to produce meaningful insights. The quality of insights greatly
depends on the amount and quality of data provided by the users, but those users have limited
attention, giving rise to the study of attention economy [2, 4], and the design of interactive
systems taking limited attention span into account. By asking “interesting questions” and
making “meaningful predictions”, an automated interactive system can retain users, but only
if it “knows” how to ask “interesting” questions and provide “meaningful” feedback.
The phenomenon that motivated this research is that of early child development; the
gurus are experts in this field and the followers are parents of newborn babies [1]. For the
sake of concreteness we shall continue using this particular setting to describe our model
but it may be conveniently replaced by the reader with physicians or psychologists playing
the gurus as they interact with patients (followers) regarding a complex medical or mental
problem, or with financial advisors as gurus and their follower clientele. In these and similar
settings, gurus and followers discuss a complex phenomenon that evolves over time, which
the followers wish to understand, and about which the guru claims to have an advantage of
“wisdom” over them.
The main goal of this work is the development of a clean mathematical model which
mimics the retention dynamics of interactive systems, and can be used to explain why
“smarter” gurus tend to retain a larger following. A clean mathematical model often sheds
light on the studied phenomena, and may facilitate the future design of more efficient and
successful automated gurus.
2 The Collaborative Discovery Model
The phenomenon about which the guru and her followers interact is modeled by a distribution
T over XΓ, where Γ is the set of properties manifested by the phenomenon and X is an
arbitrary input space. In the context of childhood development, Γ is the set of developmental
milestones (like “first smile”), and each follower is represented by a sample u ∈ XΓ that
describes the ages at which that child achieved each milestone.
The guru and follower interact over a number of rounds: At the start of each round
of interaction, the guru picks an undisclosed property γt ∈ Γ, and makes a prediction by
announcing a distribution Pγt over X that she claims is the true one for a latent attribute
γt 6∈ Γt; the follower has a distribution Qγt that he believes corresponds to γt. After
announcing both distributions, the true value uγt ∈ X is revealed.
After each round, the follower updates the strength of his retention by the guru. We
assume this strength is given by a retention parameter rt that starts with a fixed value r0
and varies with time; once rt turns negative, the follower will be said to have lost all faith
in the guru and therefore terminate the interaction. The main objective of the guru is to
maintain rt ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0.
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3 Main Contributions
Retentive Scoring Rules
The retention parameter rt mentioned above and the dynamics that form around it are the
key ingredients that give the model its expressive strength. Defining the retention parameter
update rules, and the surprising corollaries of the chosen definitions, are what dominates the
first part of our study.
We assume the retention parameter changes in an additive manner after each round,
according to a function S(·, ·, ·) that is real-valued and takes three inputs: (i) the guru’s
predicted distribution Pγt ; (ii) the follower’s assessment of that distribution Qγt ; and (iii)
the value uγt that materialized, picked by Nature. Analysis is further facilitated by assuming
that S belongs to a class of functions that elicit the true beliefs of both guru and follower
regarding the distribution of the attribute γt. Truth eliciting rules are ones that incentivize
rational players to supply the rule with what they believe to be the truth.
Truthfulness under rationality is a powerful assumption which often leads to non-trivial
corollaries. We characterize the functions that can act as retentive scoring rules, showing
that such rules can take a surprisingly simple form.
Memory Span and Monotonicity
To model the different predictive capacities of gurus and followers, we characterize the
forecasting abilities of agents in the Collaborative Discovery model by a parameter called
memory span.
A variety of psychological studies could be summarized by saying that the human
short-term memory has a capacity of about “seven, plus-or-minus two” chunks, where each
chunk can be roughly defined as a collection of elementary information relating to a single
concept [5, 6], where the “information capacity” of a chunk depends on the knowledge of the
person being tested.
We model the discrepancy between users and experts by imposing the different limits on
their memory spans. In this context, we show that the definition of memory span is monotone,
verifying that experts with larger memory span retain followers longer in expectation.
Retention Complexity and Linear Codes
A distribution T for which there exists a guru that, in expectation, manages to retain
followers to eternity (or until t = |Γ| for finite Γ) will be said to be r0-retainable and the
retention complexity of T will be the minimal r0 such that T is r0-retainable.
To initiate the study of the retention complexity of specific distribution, a class of simple-
to-understand, but non-trivial distributions, is needed. Inspired by other initial works, like
that of Valiant which studied machine learning in the “restricted, but nontrivial context”
of boolean functions [7] and that of Goldreich, Goldwasser and Ron that studied property
testing in the context of graph properties [3], we begin by studying retention complexity of
uniform distributions over linear spaces.
Uniform distributions over linear spaces are such a family and our final object of discussion.
While such distributions are far from ones appearing in the “real world”, studying them in
this context provide convenient tools and insights about the Collaborative Discovery model,
and the intuition and techniques we develop here will be generalized as we move to more
“applied” settings.
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